
Actic (NL) / Kiddy Ride Police Patrol

Are they the mounted police, the motorcycle department or both?

Whatever they are, the cops of Kiddy Ride Police Patrol are at your service! These two
members of the mounted police with their impressive motorcycles, will keep an eye on
everything and everybody.

Law enforcement and safety in public spaces is their primary goal. Walk too fast? You’ll be
caught on police camera and get pulled over. And you better believe that no amount of
excuses or begging will get you out of that ticket.

Members of the public will be controlled, inspected or tested with a very special
Breathalyzer.

Cyclists will be given a unique motorcade when they least expect it. Random roadblocks
will be set up, to catch people in the act of whatever it is they were doing.

Kiddy Ride Police Patrol: theatrical police-interventions with a high entertainment level.

> http://www.actic.nl/kiddy-ride-police-patrol/

Sun 30 Aug  14:30-15:15 #2 Start: Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 30 Aug  16:00-16:45 #2 Start: Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 30 Aug  17:30-18:15 #2 Start: Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© ACTIC

 Genre:  | Age: AL | Language: NL/EN | continious

 © 2015 1



Amersfoorts Jeugd Orkest & Wilskracht Amersfoort
(NL) / Slotconcert

The Amersfoorts Youth Orchestra, which has won the National Competition for youth
symphony orchestras for the third time in a row, will this year provide the closing act of
Spoffin. Together with the Regional Concert Orchestra Wilskracht and the Valleibloazers 
they play pieces from the world famous “Paintings at an exhibition” composed by
Moessorgski, including Baba Yaga.

Baba Yaga is a witch from the Slavonic mythology and lives in a hut standing on chicken
legs. Moessorgski plays this piece masterly. Moessorgski’s magical “The Great Gate at
Kiev” will follow up next and blow the audience away. The OLV-church will present the
performance with a fourth dimension and give away its deepest sound: the rare sound of
“Zevengelui” (seven carillons).

> http://ajo-amersfoort.nl/
> http://www.wilskracht-amersfoort.nl

Sun 30 Aug  18:30-19:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
DATE/TIME LOCATION

© WILSKRACHT AMERSFOORT

 Genre:  | Age: 4+ | Language: NL | 30 min

 © 2015 2



Arch8 (NL) / Murikamification

In Murikamification, Erik Kaiel shares his unique style of public space performance. From
the subways of Montreal, to the alleys of Africa, to the streets of Europe, his performers
evoke dream worlds, layering them upon ordinary urban space.

This work invites audiences to step into the daydream that unfolds before their eyes. Using
the magical, surrealistic stories of Haruki Murakami (JP) as a source of inspiration, Kaiel
creates an intensely physical and absurd performance trail. In each new city, the work is
adapted to the local context. In each version of Murikamification, a diverse and curious
audience is overwhelmed by surprising scenery in the streets of the(ir own) city.

> http://arch8.nl

Sat 29 Aug  15:00-15:45 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht
Sat 29 Aug  19:00-19:45 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht
Sun 30 Aug  15:00-15:45 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht
Sun 30 Aug  17:00-17:45 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© BRIAN HARTLEY

 Genre: dance expedition | Age: AL | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2015 3



BANDART Productions (HU) / Dancing Graffiti -
There's Always a Wall

The award winning performance Dancing Graffiti is a unique interdisciplinary street
theatre act about the roles of private, public and inner personal walls that combines dance
with live digital graffiti art. The performance collects all kinds of urban graffiti into one
playful story that follows the evolution of a character from her birth, through her fights,
until she discovers special inner powers. The story is not only a metaphor of life where
every seemingly completed endeavour is immediately followed by a new one, but is also a 
comment on any human society that seeks to control the individual through social,
physical and other constraints.

BANDART Productions is a collaboration of dancer-choreographer Katalin Lengyel and
new media artist Szabolcs Tóth-Zs. 

Fri 28 Aug  21:00-21:22 #3 Hof
Fri 28 Aug  23:30-23:52 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  21:45-22:07 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  23:45-00:07 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MARK LOUDON

 Genre: dance | Age: AL | Language: EN | 22 min

 © 2015 4



Burnt Out Punks (SE)  / The Stockholm Syndrome

The Stockholm Syndrome is a hardcore, fire-driven, petrol-fuelled, and anarchistic punk
comedy circus show. Whilst holding the audience captive for 70 minutes they search for
the boundaries of normality and the psychological phenomenon wherein hostages express
positive feelings towards their captors. The highlighted topics are; the role of the artist vs
authority, and the fine line between being creative and being destructive. Sometimes you
have to burn things down in order to build something new.

In a time when people become suicidal bombers, setting themselves on fire to get their 
voices heard one of their goals is to hold a mirror of laughter to the audience and have
them take a closer look at themselves and who they are.

Burnt Out Punks want to point out that our entire society has been taken hostage. Our
cultural norms and values affect how much the individual can effect the society. How the
tight boundaries of normality controls people and deflects the general publics eyes from
the serious problems of the world. 

With all that said Burnt Out Punks would like to leave the audience blown away by an
unforgettable experience and new inspiration.

> http://www.burntoutpunks.com/

Fri 28 Aug  22:00-23:20 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  22:00-23:20 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MAGNUS JONSSON / HENRIK LINDBERG

 Dutch premiere | Genre:  | Age: 12+ | Language: EN | 80 min

 © 2015 5



Cia Bruno Carneiro (BR) / Tempo

This circus artist shares his experiences in the arts and in life with the audience through
the art of contortion. Memories of his life leave a Pandora's box as an invitation to
experience an intimate moment of circus. In Tempo the power is with the sweetness. This
performance is co-produced by CRAC-Marseille/Theatre Europe and National School of
Circus - Rio de Janeiro.

> http://www.espetaculotempo.com

Sat 29 Aug  14:00-14:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 30 Aug  14:00-14:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© RAMON MOREIRA

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: AL | Language: FR/EN | 30 min

 © 2015 6



Cink Cink Cirk (CZ)  / BUM

In the beginning, there was a pickle. Just a pickle. And a question. Four circus artists and a
question mark in a jar. Glimpse into the world behind the curtain, where one can never
know what to expect. Cink Cink Cirk discovered this first hand in their first feature
performance. The Cink crew met in Cirqueon, the centre for contemporary circus in
Prague in the year 2012. They all have been interested in art since their childhood. Some
of them perform magic, others dance or play musical instruments. They came to Cirqueon
because they longed to develop their abilities in contemporary circus skills like performing
with aerial silk, trapeze, solo or pair acrobatics, juggling or pantomime. They were lucky to
have met and realised they could create their own art together even though each of them
works in their own unique way.

> http://cinkcinkcirk.cz/en/
> http://www.facebook.com/cinkcinkcirk

Sat 29 Aug  15:30-16:05 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  18:15-18:50 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  16:00-16:35 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  17:30-18:05 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© IVO OSKAR OSVALD

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: 10+ | Language: EN/CZ/FR | 35 min

 © 2015 7



Compañia de circo eia (CAT/ES) / Espera

They are back: Celso Pereira and Francesca Lissia from Compañia de circo eia. We know
them from their performance Capas and as the duo Celso y Frana. In 2011 they were the
favourites of the audience with their performance "Here Begins The Story" where books
played the main role. This year they come to Amersfoort for a try-out of their new
performance.

Sat 29 Aug  15:00-15:30 #7 Paternosterstraat
Sat 29 Aug  19:30-20:00 #7 Paternosterstraat
Sun 30 Aug  15:00-15:30 #7 Paternosterstraat
Sun 30 Aug  17:00-17:30 #7 Paternosterstraat

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© COMPAÑIA DE CIRCO EIA

 Genre: circus theatre | Age: AL | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2015 8



de facto (HR) / Love will tear us apart

Love will tear us apart, the first part of a Trilogy, dedicated to the relationship between
contemporary dance and a specific genre of rock music, is a solo created for performer
Petra Hrašćanec. The work itself fuses several genres and is somewhere between a rock
concert, confession and abstract dance. The question of ownership over the performance
at first was positioned within an abstract dance frame dealing only with the body and the
politics of observation, extremely expanding into a broader arts and social context.
Performer Petra Hrašćanec executes dance numbers, chosen love songs, while in the
intermission we are to learn about seemingly ephemeral details about the origins of this
production, weaving a fine net of relationships between powers which define the act of
performance. The audience is invited to actively take the responsibility for the hierarchy of
the act of performing.

> http://www.defacto-theatre.com/
Sat 29 Aug  16:15-16:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  21:00-21:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 30 Aug  15:45-16:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© DAMIR ZIZIC, DANKO STJEPANOVIC

 Genre: dance | Age: 16+ | Language: EN/NL | 30 min

 © 2015 9



DudaPaiva Company (NL) / Blind (Laswerk probeert
uit)

Feel like going on a blind date with Duda Paiva and their dolls? The Laswerkplaats will
open their doors for a private foretaste of the newest productions of DudaPaiva Company
during the festival Spoffin. There is only a limited amount of seats available, so don’t
hesitate to make a reservation! Did you succeed in obtaining a ticket? Then prepare
yourself for an extraordinary performance of the talented DudaPaiva and their team
(Amersfoorts Mark Verhoef, Wilco Alkema and the Australian director Nancy Black).
Together with Paiva’s foam rubber dolls they compose a delirious style of engaging and
contemporary visual arts theatre.

> http://dudapaiva.com/
Fri 28 Aug  20:00-20:55 #27 Laswerkplaats
Sat 29 Aug  16:00-16:55 #27 Laswerkplaats
Sat 29 Aug  20:00-20:55 #27 Laswerkplaats

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PETR KURECKA

 Genre: dance/puppetry | Age: 16+ | Language: - | 55 min

 © 2015 10



Festival Franje (INT) / 2015

Franje is a parasitic fringe festival. Franje is not part of any established order. Franje
focuses on contemporary, new ideas that are not part of the existing order, by providing
the opportunity for research and development.

> http://franje.nu/ 

Sat 29 Aug  12:00-18:00 #18 De Observant (Stadhuisplein 7)
Sun 30 Aug  12:00-18:00 #18 De Observant (Stadhuisplein 7)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© FESTIVAL FRANJE

 Genre: off-off | Age: div | Language: NL/EN | continious

 © 2015 11



Fullstop Acrobatic Theatre (GB/NL) / Outside The Box

Every day we are bombarded by strong images of masculinity and femininity. The roles
that men and women play in biological, social and cultural contexts are an inexhaustible
point of discussion. Inspired by this theme, Fullstop Acrobatic Theatre has combined
circus, theatre and dance to create this show. Who determines the stereotypes of men and
women? Behind every great man there is a great woman. But what defines a real man?
And a real woman? What do the look like? Maybe like Marilyn Monroe, Mother Earth or 
Lady Gaga? Michelangelo’s David, James Bond or Superman? Is a woman’s place really at
home? Boys wear blue and girls wear pink, right? Women can’t park and men never ask
for directions. Men have only one thing on their mind and women are the weaker sex.
Women are more emotional but men have problems multitasking. True or false? These
stereotypes must come from somewhere? 

> http://www.fullstopacrobatics.com
Sat 29 Aug  14:30-15:10 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  19:00-19:40 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 30 Aug  14:45-15:25 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© TINE LA GRANGE

 Genre: circus theatre | Age: AL | Language: EN | 40 min

 © 2015 12



IO Company (ES) / Contiguo

‘Contiguo’ is born from humans living side by side with each other. It is the physical and
emotional journey of connecting humanity. ‘Contiguo’ is body poetics testing the edges of
what is humanly possible. It’s the risk of reaching out to strangers and going outside our
comfort zones. It’s an act of constant reinvention through the power of others.

It's a show that is lyric and dynamic. It’s an investigation of spatial and corporal language
that strives to create its own medium of expression. It’s the result of searching a unique
language in the circus tradition. The artists do not just use their skills in order to impress
an audience, but more importantly to deliver an intimate message.

> http://io-circo.wix.com/contiguo
Sat 29 Aug  14:45-15:15 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  19:00-19:30 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  15:00-15:30 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  17:30-18:00 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PABLO GONZÁLEZ-CEBRIÁN

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: AL | Language: ES | 30 min

 © 2015 13



Iwan Dam (NL) / Burning Raspberries

Culinary explaining theatre performed by Iwan Dam, an alchemist who combines singing,
food and mouth-watering smells in order to take along the audience in his story about
fights, losses and love. With unusual cooking materials like a flat-iron and a tennis racket
Iwan creates the most fabulous images and ambiances. People become peppercorns who 
get pulverised into herbs on the exotic mountains. Did you hear a cracker get pulverised or
was it the sound of a footstep in fresh snow? A man has to leave his native country. He
can’t go back. Or doesn’t he want to go back? He has to tell his story and he does this by
creating a dish from his homeland. What happened to him? He feels lonely and he craves 
for the past, but most of all he longs for contact. 

> http://www.iwandam.nl
Sat 29 Aug  15:15-15:35 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  18:30-18:50 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  21:30-21:50 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  14:45-15:05 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  16:00-16:20 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

©

 Genre: street theatre | Age: 8+ | Language: - | 20 min

 © 2015 14



Joan Català (CAT/ES) / Pelat

Joan Català will perform his first performance: Pelat. A pure and calm performance that
combines dance, theatre and circus. Without any additional attires his only attribute is a
wooden pole. Within the perimeter of his circle the audience will be engaged in the 
intimate ritual of Joan. He knows how silence and the use of minimal attires can create
expectation and spontaneous interactions. After intensive trainings at various circus
schools Joan also studied modern dance. He worked and works with several groups,
including La Fura dels Baus and Circus Klezmer.

> http://mikaproject.es/portfolio/joancatala/

Sat 29 Aug  16:30-17:15 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  20:00-20:45 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  16:30-17:15 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MARTÍ FRADERA

 Genre: street theatre | Age: AL | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2015 15



Jordy Sanchez (NL) / Ristorante Kiss Kiss

Pablo an Italian waiter works in Ristorante Kiss Kiss and he serves special love dishes that
increase tensions and romance. Who takes place at his table for a blind date with his timid
guest Miguel?

Clown, theatre maker and cabaretier Jordy Sanchez takes along the audience on a
romantic journey full vino amore, special Kiss Kiss spaghetti and a very unique dessert
with his comical double roll of Pablo and Miguel. Will Miguel and Pablo succeed in
receiving a kiss from the blind date?

> http://www.ristorantekisskiss.nl/

Sat 29 Aug  15:30-15:50 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  17:00-17:20 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  20:00-20:20 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  15:30-15:50 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  18:15-18:35 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© SUPERFORMOSA.NL

 Genre: street theatre | Age: AL | Language: INT | 20 min

 © 2015 16



Koeterwaals (NL) / Wasprogramma

When your clothes smell, they should go into the washing machine! Everyone knows that.
Put your laundry in the machine, turn it on and voila! But what if the machine doesn't
work along? What if the machine has a life of its own? Is the machine supposed to make
this sound? Does the door always open on its own? Why am I missing a sock? I am
missing a sock!

Wasprogramma (washing programme) is a funny and musical family performance full
slapstick, where the decor comes to life and there is music in the strangest objects! With
theatre musician Jan Evers and vigorous actor Derk Oudshoorn from Koeterwaals, an
Amersfoorts theatre company which makes approachable and qualitative youth theatre.

> http://www.koeterwaals.nl Sat 29 Aug  14:00-14:30 #13 Appelmarkt 
Sat 29 Aug  16:00-16:30 #13 Appelmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  19:00-19:30 #13 Appelmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  14:00-14:30 #13 Appelmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  16:00-16:30 #13 Appelmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HENRY KRUL

 Genre:  | Age: AL | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2015 17



Lagerfeld Jr. (CH) / Street/fashion show

Light! Camera! Action! Lagerfeld Jr., the prodigy introduces his fashion world. In this
street-fashion show you will be entertained by the comic of the character, while being
impressed by his performances. The artist mixes his great skills of the circus arts, with
strong interaction with his audience. The show includes a diabolo, cyr wheel and magic
parts. Laughter and applause are guaranteed!

> http://www.upinthehair.ch/

Sat 29 Aug  14:30-14:50 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  16:00-16:20 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  19:00-19:20 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  14:30-14:50 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  17:15-17:35 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PAULINE AELLEN

 Genre: circus theatre | Age: 6+ | Language: EN/NL | 20 min

 © 2015 18



Les Mobilettes (FR) / Café Frappé

Dancing where you wouldn’t expect it! Travel back to the 50s and savour a fresh and
swinging show on the terrace!

To the sound of an old radio, Judith and Lily move the tables, chairs and customers of a
cafe around, eventually leading everyone to dance to the 50s standards.

An interactive and original dance-theatre experience !

Choreography : Marie Chataignier & Anlor Gueudret

Judith : Marie Chataignier | Lily : Anlor Gueudret

Betty the waitress : Stéphanie Thibault, Célia Lefèvre or Solène Cerutti

> http://www.lesmobilettes.fr/#!caf-frapp-/cu5v

Sat 29 Aug  15:30-16:15 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  14:00-14:45 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© GARANCE LI

 Genre: dance/music theatre | Age: AL | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2015 19



Marc de Café (FR) / Marc de Café

This work made with coffee grounds recycled from pubs,restaurants & what else... is given
back to the public place with different pictures like Indian mandalas or street-art graffitis,
with some words in different languages that could give people a better understanding. It's
ecological art made for the world & people to open their minds, their eyes, their mouths,
and what else?!

> http://www.flickr.com/photos/69125640@N08/with/6279286677/

Sat 29 Aug  16:00-19:00 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  19:00-22:00 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  14:30-17:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MARC DE CAFÉ

 Genre:  | Age: AL | Language: EN/FR | 180 min

 © 2015 20



Mooi Weer Op Straat (NL)  / concert

Student quartet Mooi Weer Op Straat (nice weather on the street) will promise a musical
party with the newest dance hits, dancable party songs and happy singalongs! It all started
next to the Oudegracht in Utrecht where the group performed as a joke with their
saxophone, accordeon, guitar, and cajon in the summer of 2013. The quartet now plays as
a houseband for their students' corps UVSV in Utrecht on various national stages and
during every UVSV party you can imagine. A hitmachine with acoustic instruments with
band members: Kasper van Dijk, Jorik de Heij, Twan Kuijper and Sam Haug.

> http://www.mooiweeropstraat.nl/
> http://facebook.com/mooiweerutrecht

Sat 29 Aug  18:00-18:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  20:30-21:00 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  23:15-23:45 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  18:30-19:00 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MOOI WEER OP STRAAT

 Genre:  | Age: AL | Language: NL/EN | continious 

 © 2015 21



Mr Pejo’s Wandering Dolls (RU) / Mignone

The strange and self-willed girl Mignone lives in her own, remote and lonely world: a
cupboard. This is her cage, full with memories and curious, miraculous personalities of her
own fantasy. A performance about lost and found, the soul and music, happiness and
loneliness. Mignone changes masks during her journey towards affection and herself. She
realises that only through dedication she can get what she wishes. She creates a table, then
she sets the table with tableware and food and she creates her own small family with the
audience.

Mask theatre from Mr. Pejo's Wandering Dolls, founded in 1993 in Saint Petersburg, is
inspired by authentic baroque dance, historic martial arts, medieval miniatures and more.
The audience experiences an intriguing and interactive performance that makes you more
than just spectator.

> http://mignone.pejo.ru/

Sat 29 Aug  22:30-23:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MR PEJO'S WANDERING DOLLS

 Genre:  | Age: 12+ | Language: - | 60 min

 © 2015 22



Mr. Pejo’s Wandering Dolls (RU) / Carnival Parade

Medieval comedians with bright flags, unique masks actively involving public in the
process of parade.

The characters (costumes) for the parade can be different:

1. Carnival characters Cortege и Carnical headsmans

2. Bright Medieval characters Turandot

3. Romantic and mysterious White parade Decadence

4. Strange extraterrestrial characters Fell from the Moon

5. Funny clowns from the ancient circus Pantalones Circus Mutabor.

We are ready to present you an outstanding bright processions. Great amount of different
masks, tricks, accessories like flags, juggle balloons etc. Our actors – animators in
uncommon exclusive masks and costumes would involve the audience into the world of
strange funny creatures parade.

Fri 28 Aug  16:00-16:40 #11 Langestraat (mobiel)
Sun 30 Aug  16:00-16:40 #11 Langestraat (mobiel)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MR. PEJO'S WANDERING DOLLS

 Dutch premiere | Genre: parade | Age: 4+ | Language: - | 60 min

 © 2015 23



Pangottic (GB/IL) / Thingamabob

Inspired by the famous Rube Goldberg Machines; “a comically involved, complicated
invention, laboriously contrived to perform a simple operation” (Webster’s New World
Dictionary). Thingamabob is a spectacle which brings a highly original devised, ball
slinging, self exploding contraption to the public where they, the audience, become part of
the machine themselves and play a role to ensure the complete satisfaction of watching
one of these wonderful chain reaction machines work.

This show uses a mixture of circus, invention and comedy to bring a mesmerising piece of
gadgetry to life. All presented with Pangottic’s charm and wit captivating the audience
right up until the moment the machine animates itself, its inventor and its audience.

> http://www.pangottic.com/thingamabobabout.html

Sat 29 Aug  17:00-17:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  20:00-20:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 30 Aug  16:30-17:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© VERONIQUE RIVIERE

 Genre:  | Age: 4+ | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2015 24



Patrick Nederkoorn (NL) / Spoffin TALK

A new addition to the festival since last year is Amersfoort cabaretier and theater maker
Patrick Nederkoorn’s Spoffin Talk. Nederkoorn hosts a talk show, in the form of
interviews and reviews, talking to directors and actors who have given remarkable Spoffin
performances in 2015. On Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening, mostly in English.

> http://www.patricknederkoorn.nl/

Fri 28 Aug  19:30-20:15 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)
Sat 29 Aug  18:00-18:45 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)
Sun 30 Aug  19:30-20:15 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

©

 Genre: theatre talkshow | Age: AL | Language: NL/EN | 45 min

 © 2015 25



Tall Tales Acrobatics (NL) / Solo

Maartje Bonarius presents a performance about the (im)possibilities of a romantic love
where she intertwines with not only her thought, but also with her aerial tissu. A solo
about funny misunderstandings, forced princes, and about daring to be vulnerable.
Maartje Bonarius graduated in 2012 from the HBO circus course in Rotterdam, and she
currently works together with Harm van der Laan in Tall Tales Acrobatics.

> http://talltalesacrobatics.com/

Sat 29 Aug  14:00-14:30 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  17:30-18:00 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  15:30-16:00 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  18:00-18:30 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MEGIN ZONDERVAN

 Genre: circus theatre | Age: AL | Language: NL/EN | 30 min

 © 2015 26



Teater Fusentast (NO) / Den Store Finalen/ Het grote
gebeuren

When the apocalypse hits the tiny town of Fagersund and doomsday has become a fact,
not all the inhabitants are well prepared. Who will be send up onto the Pearly Gate, who
will be forced to dive into the Hellish Fire? Also our main character, photographer
Belcampo, is panic-stricken, when he reflects upon his own somewhat untidy lifestyle. In
Teater Fusentast's Jubilee performance (20 years) we meet Magic Lanterns projecting
illustrations, live camera and the rather down-to-earth history about the population of
Fagersund on The Final Day. 

> http://fusentast.no/nl/
> http://fusentast.no/en/

Sat 29 Aug  14:30-15:23 #20 Langestraat 76
Sat 29 Aug  19:30-20:23 #20 Langestraat 76
Sun 30 Aug  14:30-15:23 #20 Langestraat 76
Sun 30 Aug  16:30-17:23 #20 Langestraat 76

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© DAG ARVE FORBERGSKOG

 Dutch premiere | Genre: objects theatre | Age: 10+ | Language: EN | 53 min

 © 2015 27



Tg Dender (NL) / Knapzak

Knapzak (knapsack) is a cartoon theatre performance about two neat men. They give
signals in the traffic, they never swim in open water and they don't throw rubbish on the
ground. But still they die accidentally. And they can't stand it. Searching for a higher
power that can help them, they travel by swirling music, over steep mountains in hope to
find a small little bird.

Playing, dancing and drawing during their journey the men of Dender take you with them
on an adventure full of unexpected twists and strange songs.

Jasper van der Heijden and Ronald Wolthuis form the theatre group Dender. They make
cartoon theatre that shows the wonders about life and infectious paradoxes. Composition
and music are by Joost Halenbeek. 

> http://www.tgdender.nl 

Sat 29 Aug  15:00-15:35 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  16:30-17:05 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  19:30-20:05 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  15:00-15:35 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  17:45-18:20 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© ALEXANDER VAN DER LINDEN

 Genre:  | Age: AL | Language: NL | continious

 © 2015 28



TG Thalia (NL) / ART - De kunst van vriendschap

ALL PERFORMANCES BY TG THALIA ARE CANCELLED DUE TO ILLNESS OF ONE OF
THE ACTORS

What do you do when your best friend buys a white canvas for an absurdly high amount of
money? Well, when you look very closely you can see a little white pattern. Is that art?
Who decides that that's art? ART is a performance where you get sucked into a discussion
about the value of the painting. But most of all, it is a performance about friendship.

The Amersfoortse Thalia played ART for the first time in 2014 in the culture society Arti &
Amicitae in Amsterdam, within the framework of the art exhibition ART DUO | DUO ART.
This year Thalia will go on tour with ART and they will play in various theatres, museums 
and in art related institutions. Thalia will brings theatre on unexpected locations and
gladly makes combination of some culture disciplines. Marc Colijn is the new artistic 
director since 2015. He will guide Thalia into growth and prosperity. 

ART is a piece from the French playwright Yasmina Reza (1959) and has been played
multiple times in Londen's West End and on Broadway.

> http://www.thaliagroep.nl/

Fri 28 Aug  20:00-21:15 #9 Mondriaanhuis (Kortegracht)
Sat 29 Aug  20:00-21:15 #9 Mondriaanhuis (Kortegracht)
Sun 30 Aug  16:00-17:15 #9 Mondriaanhuis (Kortegracht)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© WIM LANSER

 Genre: site-specific theatre | Age: 14+ | Language: NL | 75 min

 © 2015 29



Walkwoman (FR/SE) / Walkwoman

Walkwoman — or how to occupy an urban territory in the timeframe of a song and some
undisciplined dancing. Walkwoman wants to take dancing to the streets, to bring dance to
people who would normally never think of going to a dance performance in a theatre. They
perform for the passers-by. Their challenge: to invite people to join in. Body energy
communicates the pleasure of dancing, and when people stop to look, Walkoman offers
them headphones to hear the music. An intimacy is created, within the distance of the
length of the headphone lead. People join us dancing when they feel like it and become
part of the performance. The perception of hectic city life has been altered, routine has
been broken. And people leave with smiles on their faces.

> http://walkwomanparis.blogspot.fr/
> http://michaelameschke.com/ Sat 29 Aug  14:30-14:45 #11 Langestraat (mobiel)

Sat 29 Aug  17:30-17:45 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 29 Aug  18:00-18:15 #3 Hof
Sat 29 Aug  18:30-18:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 29 Aug  23:45-00:00 #3 Hof
Sun 30 Aug  14:30-14:45 #11 Langestraat (mobiel)
Sun 30 Aug  18:30-18:45 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© CHRISTOPHE LAVAUD

 Premiere | Genre: dance | Age: AL | Language: - | 15 min

 © 2015 30



Wietske Vogels & Milan Seegers (NL) / De Grote Hula
Show

Wietske Vogels brings theatrical circus performances with rings and more attributes.
Previously she played a slight absurd act with a hula hoop and rings during Spoffin, but
now she bundled her forces with Milan Seegers, master in his arts, which resulted in De
Grote Hula Show (the big hula show). Rings in various sizes will pass by in this spectacle
hula show where the circus duo will show how versatile a simple ring can be. At least, if
their quarrels don't put spikes in the wheels...

> http://wietskevogels.nl

Sat 29 Aug  14:00-14:30 #12 Groenmarkt 
Sun 30 Aug  14:00-14:30 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 30 Aug  16:30-17:00 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© ARTHUR HOFMEESTER

 Genre:  | Age: AL | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2015 31


